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Abstract—Identifying proper  business processes, formalizing 

and documenting them has always been a challenge. Maintaining 
them in synchronization with changing business needs makes the 
problem harder . I t becomes even harder  when business processes 
are fully or  par tially implemented in IT systems where changes to 
the business cause changes in IT configurations.  

This paper presents an approach how IT configurations can 
be der ived from business process definitions. Additional 
information needs to be supplemented to enable the desired 
function. This information is made available in form of models 
about application components and their  per formance 
character istics. A ser ies of transformations has been defined 
between models that constitute the Model Information Flow. 

The paper presents the overall approach and demonstrates a 
use case in the second par t. The work is par t of ongoing joint 
research between HP Labs and SAP Research. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We identify three roles that are primarily involved in 
creating business applications for enterprises. A business 
consultant’s role identifies and describes participants, 
processes, and non-functional requirements for qualities of 
service from the business’  point of view.  An application 
platform consultant’s role is to customize application artifacts 
to realize the desired business processes. A solution architect’s 
role then specifies and builds IT systems that support the 
processes with the desired qualities of service. This may 
include building new systems, implementing processes in 
existing systems or integrating processes across systems. 

A major challenge in the development of enterprise IT 
systems is that information captured within the context of one 
role is often captured informally and communicated informally 
to those with other roles. As a result building solid and reliable 
enterprise applications remains to a large extent an art that 
relies on the knowledge and expertise of the consultants and 
architects. Published guidelines and established change 
management practices help to mitigate risks. 

On the IT side, the solution architect has to bridge three 
main areas of concern: 

�  the business process definitions provided by the 
business consultant; 

�  the enterprise applications supporting the desired 
business processes; and 

�  the IT infrastructure needed to support the enterprise 
applications with desired qualities of service. 

However, bridging such concerns is a challenge. 

 

In the past, enterprise IT systems were often built as “silos.”  
Multiple IT systems were created and managed in isolation. 
Humans sometimes integrate such systems by copying, i.e., cut 
and paste, information from one application to another. 
Isolation exists at many layers of abstraction within such 
systems. There are typically dedicated resources for each 
enterprise application in the IT infrastructure with separate 
management teams for networks, servers, and storage, isolated 
applications and change management processes with separate 
management teams for each application platform, and separate 
teams considering business process changes.  

Recent trends are challenging the traditional way of 
building enterprise IT systems: 

�  Service-orientation and service-oriented architectures 
have become the established principle for modern 
enterprises [1]. 

�  Faster integration of processes among business 
partners crossing organizational boundaries has 
become a competitive factor in business [2]. 

�  The move to consolidated and shared resource 
environments or utilities is facilitated by next-
generation data center technologies [3]. 

Service-orientation aims to break up silos by turning 
proprietary applications into services using open standards that 
support the integration and interoperability between functions 
and applications in enterprises as services. 

The ability to quickly integrate and change processes across 
organizational boundaries is an increasingly important 
requirement for competitiveness in modern enterprises. 
Distributed, collaborative business processes are an approach to 
support this challenge [4]. IT systems should enable, rather 
than constrain, the ability to change business processes faster 
while reducing the costs of change.  

And thirdly, it has been well-established that silo’ed IT 
environments leads to poor utilization or computer resources 
[5]. More importantly, it is also wasteful of the human 
resources needed to manage and maintain enterprise 
applications in data centers, which directly relates to the cost IT 
imposes on the business. Modern or next-generation 
datacenters are thus designed around the concept of pools from 
which computational and human resources are dynamically 
supplied to enterprise applications based on business needs. 

The above trends will significantly impact how business 
processes and subsequently enterprise applications will be 
designed, implemented, operated, managed and maintained in 
future. We anticipate the need for a much more integrated and 
automated approach that supports the design, configuration, 
and on-going management for such systems. The approach we 
propose in this paper aims to increase business flexibility while 
reducing the costs of enterprise IT systems. 
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II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND APPROACH 

We aim to provide a more integrated approach to the 
design, configuration, deployment and management of 
enterprise IT systems. The approach enables automation while 
maintaining a separation of concerns among the business, 
platform, and IT system roles. 

There is good reason to keep business processes and logic 
apart from the details of software platforms and IT 
infrastructure. Business consultants focus on the value that 
business processes bring to an enterprise. Application platform 
consultants focus on how to realize that value using a particular 
vendor’s enterprise application services. IT architects consider 
how to realize the resulting IT systems from the many 
alternative implementation methods available to them. We aim 
to increase integration across roles by relying on more formal 
specifications of business processes, application platforms and 
IT infrastructures and enabling the communication of the 
specifications across roles.  

Models are used to capture the specification information 
about processes, application platforms and IT infrastructures. 
Model transformations are used to automate many of the 
mundane steps currently performed by consultants. By 
automating the steps we aim to reduce the time, costs, and risks 
associated with change. We do note that not all aspects of 
design and management can be automated, e.g., writing 
customized application software code. 

The approach taken in this paper assumes several stages of 
descriptions (models) and transformations between them. 
Models capture the various aspects of designing IT systems 
based on functional (business-logic) and non-functional (such 
as sizing or security or availability) requirements. A chain of 
models is defined ranging from the business process definition 
through various stages of refinement to a deployable and 
finally managed solution. Using a number of separate models 
reflects the reality that model information comes from different 
sources and that there are desired boundaries for roles. 
Connecting models through transformations establishes the 
linkages to derive the information that allows the automated 
deployment and management of hardware and software 
infrastructure. 

The overall approach is called the Model Information Flow. 

III. THE MODEL INFORMATION FLOW 

The Model Information Flow [6] represents a number of 
models that have been identified for capturing the information 
needed at the different stages for deriving IT configurations 
from business process definitions. The Model Information 
Flow represents a flow of information from "the left to the 
right". This flow of information exists today when business 
applications are being planned, designed, implemented and 
managed in enterprises. The difference from today’s practice is 
that the Model Information Flow, formalizes information flows 
in the form of models from the left to the right as opposed to 
informal information in the form of informal documents or 
other means of communication among people. Similarly, model 
information may flow from right to left to support the 
management of the enterprise IT system, its application 
platforms, and business processes. 

Figure 1 gives an overview of the models and 
transformation for the Model Information Flow. 

 

 
Figure 1: Model Information Flow with transformations. 

The information in the Model Information Flow includes 
the following models. 
�  The General Process Model is a collection of process 

descriptions for best practice business processes that can 
be built using available application platforms.  A business 
process consultant selects a subset of these that are 
appropriate for a customer. 

�  The business process consultant may customize the 
processes to better meet the needs of the customer. This 
may include changing the number or sequence of business 
process steps or selecting process step variants. 
Furthermore, the consultant augments the specifications 
with non-functional requirements, e.g., for performance, 
security. This is the Customized Process Model. 

�  Application platform packaging and performance 
information from enterprise application platform vendors 
augment the model to indicate which software products 
and execution platform technologies, i.e, application 
servers, database servers, are needed to support the 
required components. This aggregate of information 
becomes the Unbound Model. It is a set of requirements 
for the system. 

�  Infrastructure must then be chosen and configured such 
that it can support the application design. While in the past 
this step was largely a matter of choosing and configuring 
resources (networks, machines, storage), this recently has 
been changing becoming a matter of exploring 
configuration choices and creating the virtual resources 
needed in shared IT environments. This means, resources 
need to be allocated from pools and virtual resources 
(networks, machines, storage) may need to be created in 
them. Exploring design choices based on application 
requirements and reflecting them in infrastructure designs 
is becoming more and more relevant. An infrastructure 
design is the result that is tailored for the Unbound Model 
in the targeted data center environment. This design is 
called the Grounded Model. 

�  The relationship between the enterprise IT system and its 
allocated resources is described using the Bound Model.  
As resources are allocated to an enterprise IT system the 
operating systems, software, and other services are 
deployed and configured. 

�  Fully configured resources are associated with the 
Deployed Model for the enterprise IT system. The 
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deployed model describes enterprise IT resources that are 
part of an operational system. These resources are 
managed with respect to relevant non-functional 
requirements. 

By formalizing model information, some of the 
transformations can be automated and hence accelerated such 
that they can be performed and re-performed faster. More 
specifically, the following models have been identified as 
constituent models for the various stages of the Model 
Information Flow. Models are presented in detail in [6]: 

�  The General Process Model. 
�  The Customized Process Model. 
�  The Application Packaging Model. 
�  The Constraints Model. 
�  The Application Performance Model. 
�  The Component Performance Model. 
�  The Unbound Model. 
�  The Infrastructure Capability Model (Templates). 
�  The Grounded Model Design. 
�  The Grounded Model. 
�  The Bound Model. 
�  The Deployed Model. 

The Unbound Model acts as the requirements for a system. 
The Grounded model is a design. The Deployed model 
describes an operational system. Information from the left hand 
side, including non-functional requirements, flows through to 
the right to assist consultants and IT architects and to support 
the automation of tasks. Information from operational systems 
can be interpreted with in the context of models from the left 
hand side. In this way, information also flows from right to left. 

Tools such as Aris [7] can be used by business consultants 
to define and customize processes. Other modeling tools are 
needed to support other roles. Ultimately, the relationships 
between models must link business processes and steps to 
application platform components and IT infrastructure. 

IV. SUPPLEMENTING BUSINESS PROCESSES WITH NON-
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A business process specification typically describes the 
functional requirements for a process. This is not sufficient for 
deriving an infrastructure configuration. In addition, non-
functional requirements must supplement to the process 
definition to describe the quantity and qualities of the desired 
system that will execute the process. There are many non-
functional requirements for enterprise IT systems including 
performance, security, and availability. 

To narrow the problem space, our current research focuses 
on performance aspects as part of the non-functional 
requirements. This section explains how a business process 
definition from the Customized Process Model is supplemented 
with performance requirements, which then allow to us to 
select, evaluate and parameterize a valid IT system 
configuration design, which is called the Grounded Model. 
Formalization through models enables the exploration of the 

design space for the Grounded model using techniques such as 
Layered Queuing Models (LQM) [8], policy-based design [9] 
and genetic algorithms [10]. 

Figure 2 shows a simple business process (SD – “Sales and 
Distribution” ) which is used to benchmark traditional SAP 
systems. The process consists of 16 consecutive steps. Most 
steps are actions a user performs via the SAP user interface. 
These actions cause SAP transactions that are executed by 
dialog worker operating system processes (Dialog_WPs) 
within SAP Application Servers. The SAP transactions are 
application platform components that implement the business 
process. 

 
Figure 2: SD Process as example. 

Figure 3 shows a schematic view of the SD process as 
Customized Process Model in the Model Information Flow. 
The figure shows a UML fragment on the left introducing three 
classes (AI_Serivce, AI_BusinessProcess, AI_BPStep) and the 
associations between them. This definition is part of the 
schema definition of the Customized Process Model (see [6] 
for the details of this model). The part on the right shows the 
model of the SD process in a business process editor (the 
process has been reduced to simplify the presentation).  

The editor shows three layers with SDUser being a node in 
the top layer (“Client”), SDProcess being a node in the second 
layer (“Process”), and the reduced SD process in the third layer 
(“Process_steps”). 

 
Figure 3: Customized Process Model of SD. 

The three layers represent the typical tiers involved in 
executing the process. A SDUser invokes the SDProcess, 
which in turn invokes the steps of the process. Steps follow the 
sequence as shown in the third layer. 
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Figure 4 shows two kinds of relationships that are occurring 
in the process definition from Figure 3: 

�  invocations – such as SDUser invokes a process; 
arrows crossing layers represent invocation 
relationships, and 

�  process logic – such as CreateSalesOrder is followed 
by CreateOutboundDelivery; the arrows within a layer 
represent relationships between process steps. 

 
Figure 4: Characterizing and Supplementing Demands. 

The business consultant’s view only shows the process 
logic relationships, not the invocation relationships. However, 
internally, the process definition is expanded to also reflect 
invocations based on knowledge about the external 
relationships of a business process. In a simple case, there is at 
least one entity (the node in the top layer) that will invoke the 
process, and there is at least one entity (the node in the second 
layer) that marks the entry point(s) into the process (the nodes 
in the third layer).  

Invocation relationships then provide the placeholders to 
capture quantitative performance requirements, or demands. 
Demand requirements can be expressed in various ways. For 
SAP, the number of (expected) concurrent users plays an 
important role.  

The demand information attached to the SDUser to 
SDProcess relationship is shown as the large arrow box in 
Figure 4. It contains few attributes expressing the desired 
number of users, mean think time, and required mean dialog 
response time that is expected for the process. Furthermore, the 
sequencing information for the business process steps is 
permitted to include loops and branches. For these expected 
values for loop counts and branching probabilities must also be 
specified. Together, requirements for users for each role along 
with the expected values for looping and branching gives the 
ratio of invocation for the business process steps. These values 
are entered into an editor by the business consultant as part of 
the overall requirement gathering process for the Customized 
Process Model. 

It is important to note that non-process related information 
is not directly visible in the business consultant’s view. 
Information that includes the relationship between business 
process steps and application platform components is added to 
the Unbound Model and attached internally to the customized 
process definition. This information comes from application 
platform vendors and may be manipulated by application 
platform consultants. 

V. EXPANDING THE BUSINESS PROCESS INTO A DEEP 

INVOCATION GRAPH 

The expansion of a business process can be continued 
beyond the layer of business process steps, which is shown in 
Figure 5. The deep capture expands into the layers of:  

�  Transactions (initiated by process steps), 
�  Dialog work processes (Dialog_WPs) which queue and 

process transactions, 
�  Databases; and  
�  Storage layer containing disks. 

The static structure of deep invocations is derived from 
knowledge provided by the application vendors and 
measurement (SAP or SAP application domain experts in this 
case). This information is internal and not exposed to the 
business consultant. An application platform consultant may 
choose to alter the relationships between business process steps 
and application platform components, for example to replace 
an typically used component with a customized component, but 
we do not consider this in this paper. The business process 
modeling tool used in our research, however, allows exposing 
the supplemented information in deeper layers when desired. 

 
Figure 5: Capturing a deep invocation graph of a process. 

The information in the deep invocation graph captures 
“uses”  relationships between application components. At an 
early stage of configuration design, invocation relationships are 
merely placeholders to express abstract demand requirements 
that support the requirements information for the system as 
expressed in the Unbound Model.  At this point, it isn’ t decided 
what types of IT system design or resources will be used to 
support the system so the demands remain as abstract. 

VI. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE MODELS: CAPTURING 

COMPONENTS DEMANDS 

Component Performance Models are used to characterize 
detailed invocations among application platform components 
and demands upon infrastructure. We use measurement based 
methods to characterize the demands of application platform 
components on the resource types supported in resource pools. 
Thus, different choices for resource types yield different 
demand values. Characterizations of resource usage are stored 
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in the component performance model repository so that they 
can be reused. The values are then integrated to create 
customized process model specific application performance 
models that support our design exercise. 

VII. DESIGN TEMPLATES: DESCRIBING INFRASTRUCTURE 

CAPABILITIES 

Design templates are models that describe enterprise IT 
system variants that can be deployed in an automated manner. 
As examples, we may have a centralized design that deploys all 
application platform components and required application and 
database servers to a single operating system image. A 
distributed design would have application servers and a 
database residing in different operating system images. The 
templates are designed to emphasize support for specific non-
functional requirements. For example, a template may include 
firewalls than another to support a higher level of security. 

The templates specify legal ranges for performance related 
configuration values such as the number of application servers, 
number of dialog work processes per server, and the 
concurrency level supported by the database. The choice of 
values depends on the system’s non-functional performance 
requirements, its use of the application platform components, 
and the capacity of the resources used to support the system. 
The specification of these values plus the application platform 
information from the Unbound Model completes a Grounded 
Model. This is sufficient information to automatically proceed 
to Bound and Deployed Models. 

VIII. AUTOMATED EVALUATION OF CONFIGURATION 

DESIGNS 

In order to perform an evaluation of a configuration design, 
the three sources of information must be fused together: 

�  Customized Process Model (business process steps and 
relationships with application components), 

�  Component Performance Model (application 
component demands on underlying system), 

�  Design Templates (IT system design including specific 
resource types). 

Figure 6 shows the process of evaluating configuration 
designs based on the models discussed. 

 
Figure 6: Process of deriving Grounded Models. 

The Fuser reads the information from the three sources and 
merges it into an initial configuration design. 

The Variator then consumes this initial configuration 
design and triggers the evaluation of the design. The Varitator 
will also identify possible permutations of configuration 
choices altering the initial configuration design and feed them 
into evaluation as well. 

The Evaluator evaluates a configuration design. A Layered 
Queuing Model (LQM)-based tool [11] named the Method of 
Layers (MOL) tool is used for that purpose. The result of the 
evaluation is list of latencies expected at the different 
components, e.g. at the database. Those latencies then can be 
compared against requirements leading to the exclusion of the 
evaluated design. 

The Validator then can compare those latencies against 
requirements from the Customized Process Model. 

If all the requirements are met by a design, LQM also 
provides information about initial numbers of instances of 
components such as numbers of application server instances 
needed to support the design. Those numbers then are 
supplemented into the evaluated design template turning it into 
a candidate for a Grounded Model which potentially could be 
deployed when it is selected. Initially, we consider Grounded 
Models produced by this method as proposals to solution 
architects enabling them to make better founded decisions 
about infrastructure configuration choices. However, in future 
these Grounded Models may flow directly into deployment 
systems where their actuation can be scheduled. 

Since the Model Information Flow is build on formalized 
models, interactions between its components can be automated. 
The automated evaluation of configuration designs is an 
example of that. The design space of our current research 
prototype is still limited (see the example in section IX). 
However, we expect in future that potentially large design 
spaces can be explored and automatically evaluated by this 
method. 

IX. LAYER QUEUING MODEL-BASED EVALUATION 

LQMs were developed [12], [13] to study distributed 
software systems that share hardware resources such as 
processors, disks and network elements. They are extended 
Queuing Network Models (QNMs) [14] that take into account 
both demands at hardware resources and visits and queuing 
between software components. Like QNMs, they operate at a 
high level of abstraction and are suitable for comparing system 
designs and for capacity planning. The models are best suited 
to systems with many clients, for example, enterprise 
application systems. 

Figure 7 shows information from the Unbound Model that 
is captured in a LQM.  The figure shows a user’s interaction 
with the system and its use of an application platform 
component, i.e., a SAP Transaction dialog step, its use of 
application server and data base server operating system 
processes and their abstract use of hardware resources. The 
LQM captures the aggregate of this information over all roles 
and all business process steps. In addition the LQM includes 
the number of users for each role, mean response time 
requirements, expected think times, and expected values for 
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loop counts and branching probabilities. These are all aspects 
of non-functional requirements from the Customized Process 
Model. 

 

Figure 7: Unbound Model information for the 
layered queuing model. 

Figure 8 shows design information from centralized and 
distributed enterprise IT design templates that are included in a 
LQM. The template supports any Unbound Model that makes 
use of infrastructure described by the template.  

The LQM further includes capacity information for the 
resource types used by the template and estimates for the 
demands on the resource types from the component and 
application performance models. 

 
Figure 8: Design Template information for the 

layered queuing model. 

In the LQM, Clients interact with Dialog Work processes, 
Dialog Work processes interact with Enqueue and Update 
Work processes, Enqueue and Update Work processes interact 
with processes in a Database Server.  All of these make use of 
hardware resources such as CPUs, disks, and networks.  

The solution technique for LQMs is called the Method of 
Layers [11]. In general, the layered models are partitioned into 
a sequence of two level sub-models that are solved iteratively 
using variants of Mean Value Analysis (MVA) [15]. For 
example, a first sub-model considers users interacting with 
Dialog Work Processes. A second sub-model considers Dialog 
Work Processes interacting with Enqueue and Update Work 
processes. The performance results of one model affect the 
input parameters of the others. The iterations converge to a 
fixed point when the sub-models have consistent performance 

behavior. MVA residence time expressions have been modified 
to reflect synchronous, asynchronous, and multi-threading 
aspects of software interactions. 

We construct an LQM for each alternative IT system design 
template. The template aspect of an LQM model includes 
information from the networking level up to the operating 
system process level and is invariant across customer systems. 
It is reused for each system under study. Business process 
information from the customized process model tailors the 
model to reflect a particular customer’s needs in terms of 
business process steps, interactions among application platform 
components, and demands upon devices. A customer’s 
performance requirement is expressed as a number of users for 
each user role and a mean response time and think time 
requirement for user interactions with the system. An 
optimization subprogram repeatedly tunes and solves the LQM 
to satisfy the customer requirement. The technique reports an 
estimate for the number of servers and number of operating 
system processes for each server for each tier in the system. 
This information completes the grounded model for the system. 

X. EVALUATING THE CENTRALIZED CONFIGURATION FOR 

THE SD PROCESS 

As a case study we consider the evaluation of a SAP system 
for a centralized system design. Table 1 shows several 
specifications for non-functional performance requirements 
along with corresponding performance configuration values. In 
all cases the mean customer think time was 10 seconds per 
dialog step as is typical for the SD benchmark. 

 
Num User 

Mean Dialog 
Resp. Time 
Requ. mSec. 

Num of 
Dialog WP 

Num of 
Update WP 

Num of 
Enqueue WP 

Num of DB 
Process 

1000 2000 8 2 3 12 

1775 2000 83 3 16 102 

1775 2500 55 2 4 61 

Table 1: Performance Value Results for Centralized 
Application Design Template. 

Table 1 shows that for 1000 SD users and a mean dialog 
response time requirement of 2000 milliseconds the enterprise 
IT system under study required 8 Dialog Work processes, 2 
Update Work Processes, and 3 Enqueue Work Processes. The 
database had to be able to support up to 12 concurrent 
transactions. The resource type we considered was able to 
support up to 1775 users with a mean dialog response time 
limit of 2000 milliseconds. For that scenario, we require 
significantly more Work Processes and concurrency at the 
Database. This suggests that the resource type must have 
significantly more memory (e.g. nearly 10x) than for the 1000 
user scenario. By reducing the mean dialog response time 
requirement to 2500 milliseconds the number of Worker 
Processes and hence memory requirements drops considerably. 

For a given set of non-functional requirements the LQMs 
enable us to report on how much capacity is needed for each 
design template alternative. The template that best satisfies 
non-functional requirements with the lowest requirement for 
capacity is recommended to the IT solution architect. 
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The IT solution architect interacts with the LQM evaluation 
tools though an Excel spread sheets. The input into the LQM 
spreadsheet is automatically filled in using the process shown 
in Figure 6. Figure 9 shows the spreadsheet that is presented to 
the IT solution architect. 

 
Figure 9: The LQM result sheet. 

Interaction with the evaluation results also allows to change 
parameters such as number of users for which a configuration 
is sized and re-running the evaluation. Designs can thus be 
changed and re-evaluated at a much faster pace then 
implementing them as test systems and exploring configuration 
choices in a real system. 

XI. RELATED WORK 

A large body of work exists in the domain of business 
process design [16], business process automation [17] and 
business process management [18]. Business process languages 
have widely been proposed and used, particularly in context of 
web services [19]. Formal work on business processes has been 
done in the academic domain [20]. More recently, collaborative 
business process environments have been proposed [4]. 

On the other hand, IT automation and automated IT 
systems have become relevant trends in recent years in the IT 
industry. Initiatives such as Adaptive Infrastructure or 
Autonomic Computing reflect the situation enterprise 
customers face in growing complexity in IT systems along with 
increasing cost. Industrial research in this field reflects the need 
to support management of IT systems and ideally automate it 
[21], [22], [23]. Integrated Service Management (ITSM) aims 
to streamline and standardize processes in overall IT 
management [24] addressing not only the technical , but also 
organizational aspects in order to make IT management more 
efficient in enterprises. 

However, although both worlds of business processes and 
IT systems are closely linked today in enterprises, they still 
remain widely disconnected conceptually organizationally and 
technically. Different groups of people with different 
background and skills work in the different domains. 

 The resulting fracture between the business layer and the 
IT layer already causes substantial pain today, and it is 
projected to become even more painful in future as the 
interactions between businesses continue to evolve. Only few 
intersection points have emerged between the domain of 
business processes and enterprise applications and IT systems 
such as business process monitoring or business-driven 
management [25].  

Today, the gap between the two layers must be bridged by 
human expertise that is involved in planning, designing, 
implementing and managing the IT systems to support all the 
processes enterprises depend upon today. Substantial cost is 

involved. But more importantly, IT systems and their limited 
ability (or better disability) to change have become a restrictive 
factor for business innovation in enterprises. Changing a 
process can takes months in preparation and planning alone; 
followed by again months for designing, implementing and 
testing systems on the IT side before the desired change can 
become effective in the production system. 

Easing and supporting the complex and long-term processes 
that are involved in accommodating change in business in 
enterprises has thus become a major differentiator vendors of 
enterprise software and systems aim to provide to their 
customers. Establishing a capability to derive IT configurations 
from business processes is part of those efforts. Once this 
capability is established, changes to IT system configurations 
can be automatically produced as changes in business 
processes occur. These changes can be evaluated and tested as 
at the stage of design candidates much faster and efficiently 
than implementing them in form of test systems. Introducing 
this methodology into the way how IT systems are designed, 
validated and implemented, is expected similar synergies and 
advantages as other industries have achieved with migrating to 
computer aided design, test and implementation technologies. 

XII. SUMMARY 

The work presented in this paper aims at an intersection 
point between the business process domain and the domain of 
IT configuration design by establishing the linkage between 
both domains in form of the Model Information Flow.  

The goal is to derive IT configurations from business 
configurations. In order to enable this function, additional 
information must be supplemented in form of the Model 
Information Flow. This information formalizes knowledge IT 
solution architects use to properly plan, design and size and 
implement enterprise applications. Information includes the 
structure of application stacks and performance characteristics 
of application and infrastructure components. All this 
information is then fused together using transformations. 

A particular evaluation technique LQM has been presented 
within the context of the Model Information Flow that allows 
to compute configuration parameters such as numbers of work 
processes to meet non-functional performance requirements 
provided in form of numbers of users and expected mean 
response time. A bounded space of design choices can 
automatically be evaluated. The final result is then used to 
configure the chosen infrastructure design. 

Future work will also consider other domains of non-
functional requirements such as security and manageability. 
Both aspects need to be factored into IT configuration designs 
similarly like the actual functional building blocks with the 
desired performance properties. Manageability, for instance, 
requires monitoring. Monitoring requires a monitoring 
infrastructure to be factored into an IT design for collecting and 
processing monitored data and interacting with a monitoring or 
management system. Once monitoring is available, results can 
be compared against the estimates made in designs and the 
results approximated by the design evaluation. 

Other future work will also focus on finer-grained capture 
of the internal application structure in models of the Model 
Information Flow as well as the fine-grained performance 
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characterization of application and infrastructure components 
for a wider range of applications than the demonstrated SAP 
SD process that was used in this paper. 
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